
 
 

 

ACCESS CONTROL/ ACCESS CONTROL FACT FINDING QUESTIONS 

WORKSHEET / ACCESS CONTROL FACT FINDING QUESTIONS 

Who is responsible for unlocking the building in the morning and for locking it at night? 

              

               

 

When is this done?            

              

               

 

What cost, if any, is associated with this service of locking and unlocking the doors? 

              

               

 

Are there occasions when the building is not locked or unlocked at the appropriate times? 

              

               

 

What happens in this case?’ 

              

              

               

 

Who has keys to the public doors and private entrance doors? 

              

              

               

 

Do you re-key a lock when a key holder quits, moves out, is terminated, or transferred? 

               

 

If so, how much does this cost and how often do you have this done? 

              

              

               

 

Does one key open all doors or are there different keys for different doors? 

              

               

 



 
 

 

ACCESS CONTROL / ACCESS CONTROL FACT FINDING QUESTIONS 

ACCESS CONTROL FACT FINDING QUESTIONS 

When can the public enter your building? To what areas are they restricted?  How? 

              

              

               

 

Have you had any instances of apparent internal theft, i.e. where property was missing but there was no 

evidence of forced entry? If so, could you tell me what happened? Were you able to determine who was 

the employee, or ex-employee, responsible? 

              

              

              

               

Are there parts of your facility where you think it might make sense to restrict access to certain 

individuals?  Perhaps an inventory area, sensitive document room, accounting or personnel area, or 

computer room? 

              

              

               

 

Do you have any way of knowing when and where key holders are in the building after hours or on 

weekends/holidays?            

              

               

 

Do you have any employees or tenants who regularly work late at night? 

              

               

 

Have you had any instances where employees or tenants were assaulted in or around your building? 

              

               

 

If elevators are used in the building, do tenants, employees, or the public have access to any floor at 

any time?             

                

 

Is there a private parking garage for employees or tenants? How does this work? 

              

              

               

 



 
 

 

ACCESS CONTROL / ACCESS CONTROL FACT FINDING QUESTIONS 

ACCESS CONTROL FACT FINDING QUESTIONS 

Do you have a cleaning service or a delivery service? If so, when are they here and how do they get in 

and out? If a security system user, have they ever caused false alarms? 

              

              

               

 

Has your business changed much in the past, or do you expect it to change in the future For example, 

how many employees (or tenants) did you have three years ago versus how many you have today? Any 

additions or expansions to the building planned? 

              

              

              

               

 

How is the heating or air conditioning and lighting turned on and off each day? 

              

              

               

 

Additional Questions I will use: 
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